The sound of the warning siren had become almost commonplace to the 112th Signal Battalion soldiers stationed at Ali Al Salem Air Base, Kuwait in the first few months of 2003. It was always followed by an announcement indicating that the following alarm was only an exercise, and then the alarm itself. Though soldiers dutifully donned their MOPP (Mission Oriented Protective Posture) gear each time the alarm sounded, familiarity was definitely breeding contempt, and enthusiasm for the drills was waning fast.

The air base had four levels of alarm status, ranging from green to black, each indicating the magnitude of the threat. The alarm level also dictated whether or not personnel had to dress in their MOPP suits or merely keep the gear close by. The highest level of pre-attack alert was Alarm Red, indicating that a missile attack was imminent or in progress and all personnel were to assume MOPP IV status—wear all protective gear. Alarm Yellow indicated that an attack was probably in less than thirty minutes and put everybody at MOPP II, where some gear was worn and the rest carried. The primary status of the air base was Alarm Green, normal wartime conditions, which only required that people keep their MOPP gear on hand at all times. In order to keep everybody in practice, Alarm Red exercises were conducted with numbing regularity.

Thus was the situation and mindset of the 112th Signal soldiers when in the early days of Operation Iraqi Freedom they once again heard the Alarm Red siren. At first, Private First Class (PFC) Betsy Miller thought it was another drill and waited for the inevitable “Exercise” announcement. Instead, she only heard the words “Alarm Red! Alarm Red!” echo across the base, and realized this was no drill—the base was under attack.

PFC Miller stepped outside her tent to assess the situation and found “people going everywhere. There [was] no organization to it.” Some were racing to take shelter in bunkers, while others were scrambling back to their tents for their MOPP suits. Miller even witnessed people colliding at intersections. The confusion was heightened by the fact that some personnel on the base had taken to ignoring the drills and were therefore all the more excited by the actual alarm. In the excitement, Staff Sergeant Devon Danner’s mask was initially picked up by a frantic airman; fortunately, it was returned by the time Danner had ushered his people out of the communications room and was ready to head to a bunker. In contrast, Miller noticed that the Special Forces soldiers were calmly doing what they needed to do, seemingly unphased by the chaos around them.

Taking cover was almost as strenuous as the attack itself. PFC Miller and her supervisor Sergeant Ben Parker crowded into an upstairs room surrounded by three-foot thick concrete walls, their
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designated bunker. To everybody’s discomfort, the bunker was full of people—“It was packed.” To make matters worse, the day was hot. With everybody wearing their unventilated MOPP suits in such heat and proximity, the floor became “literally wet” with sweat. Each Alarm Red kept people at MOPP IV and in bunkers for at least thirty minutes.

Reinforcing the knowledge that the war had come to Ali Al Salem, the alarms continued off and on for the next two days, even rising from Alarm Red to Alarm Black at one point, indicating a missile had struck close by. To drive the point home, the soldiers could hear Patriot Missiles launch to intercept incoming missiles. The alarm was often closely followed by the “Boom! Boom!” that indicated a battery had been fired.

Eventually the danger passed and the alarms subsided, bringing Ali Al Salem Air Base back to Alarm Green and “normal” wartime conditions. The soldiers of Charlie Company, 112th Signal Battalion continued to fulfill their communications mission in Kuwait until they were redeployed to Baghdad in May 2003. The job they did in Kuwait was a familiar one, but the sound of “Alarm Red! Alarm Red!” made the mission memorable for the 112th.
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